children of God and that severe persecution will increase. Behold, these acts are quickly approaching right before our eyes. Pray for the protection of the Churches so that this wicked period of persecution may not destroy the Churches.

2. Pray so that the Lord may protect the Churches from getting ravaged, and the foundation of the Churches, the land and building structures, which our ancestors and missionaries had gathered for the ministry of the Lord may not be forfeited and destroyed.

3. The Lord has revealed that whenever the period of darkness approaches, we must light up the lamp and that it is only through the light that the darkness can be prevailed upon. Pray so that the Church may repent such that it shall cast away the works of darkness and multiply the works of light.

4. The Lord has revealed that holiness and truth alone is the light that shall lighten up the Church. Pray for the repentance of the Churches such that it may turn away from vain fables and false doctrines and enhance its holiness and that it may strengthen itself in truth and faithfulness.

5. Of late, the entertaining worship which has increased among the Churches and the people of God and the carnal works which are like the stumbling block of the Moabites’ have brought serious concern to the faithful children of God. The Lord has revealed that allowing such kinds of evil carnal deeds is the cause for the Church to be pushed into this terrible situation. Pray so that these deeds may be cast out from the Churches and that the people may realize and that they may turn away from such kinds of doctrines and servants of God.

6. Pray so that light may be taught in the Churches and that mysteries of chasing away the darkness through light may be taught. Also pray so that Jesus Christ, the true light which lighteth every man that comes into the world, may be preached in-depth to all the people and that the servants of God, who are steadfast in this ministry may arise.

7. We must swiftly return to the works of God so that we may execute our deeds very spontaneously and cleanse ourselves from the stains of blood that are sticking and bind the wounds such that we may be healed. Pray so that the Church may not remain negligent in these kinds of acts and we may attain the awareness to discern that time shall delay no longer and hence we must act instantly.

8. Pray so that all the wicked men and such organizations that depend on them, who have risen up to intend harm to the children of God and the Churches may repent and all Saul who are hell bent on to destroy the Churches of God may be visited and that they may be transformed into Paul’s.

DO YOU WISH TO CONTINUE TO PRAY FOR THE PROPHETIES?

Do you wish to continue to pray for such prophecies which The Lord has revealed? If yes, give a miss call to any one of the below mentioned phone numbers. Our staff will get in touch with you and assist you to regularly receive the prayers for the prophecies which the Lord has foretold. By this, you will Spontaneously know all the prophecies which the Lord has Revealed and it will help you to pray.

RAMANATHAPURAM MADURAI
9788404222 9600018644

CHENNAI BENGALURU
9488607770 8097723333

VOIP: 09909666677

The handbills containing the prophecies are published in Tamil, English, Kannada, Telugu, Malayalam, Hindi, Odia, and Sinhalese languages. You can make use of this not only to pray but also to circulate it to others.

WANT TO SUPPORT? These prophetic words were revealed to Bro. Vincent Selvakumar on 02’ September 2019

WORDS UTTERED BY GOD FOR THE CHURCHES

BRO. VINCENT SELVAKUMAR

On the second day of the ninth month of the year two thousand nineteen, when I was praying along with the children of God in Chennai, the Lord spoke concerning His Churches and servants saying “Behold, a perilous time of cruelty shall swiftly fall upon the Churches and upon the people, who hear My name. During those days, you shall see that the hands of several people will be bound such that they will not be able to perform and the possessions of numerous people along with their wealth, which they have accumulated and their lands, will be confiscated and allegations being framed against some, and some Churches being scattered. Furthermore, you will also witness the apostasy of the numerous flock and some of them will betray you.

A time will befall, wherein, some of the Churches would be ravaged and those who helped it, and the prominent ones who sat in the Church, will get separated away. Time is at hand for some Churches to be ransacked and some Churches to be razed to the ground. Great harm is coming in your nation and it shall fall upon My people too. And it has begun in My house. Before the terrible and days of cruelty could swiftly overpower and strengthen itself; you must first inquire with Me, for then, I will reveal as to what should be done.

Firstly, what you need to do for this, make the foundations of the Church strong and guard its walls. If you were to ask to as to with what we can make it strong, stabilize My people in My truth and protect your flock. Rise up and cause the light to shine forth even before wickedness could strengthen itself, and before wickedness could avail time and begin its work, and before the feet of the wicked shall arise and tread in your midst. spread the Light in your midst. For then, your walls will be protected. Teach your people what a Light is? And then, they will be strengthened. Holiness and truthfulness alone are that particular Light. By covering yourselves with that light, if you chase the darkness that surrounds, you will not be overcome by darkness but you would have prevailed against the darkness through light. At that time, I will cause the sword of those who have obtained authority through darkness to rise up one against another and will make those who come against you to disperse in another direction.

I will put hooks into their nostrils and will turn them away. Those who intended to do harm to you, will turn away from you, by seeing much greater harm approaching them. However, this will come to pass only if you will fulfill what I say.

This is purely in your hands; good and evil is placed before you. Carry the light in your hands. Remove the pus from the diseased and broken things from among you and bind the wounds. In this manner, cast away the darkness from among you. Strengthen your flock and sow light in your midst. For then, your lamp will not be put off and your light will not diminish. Neither will darkness take hold of you.

Implant deep into the hearts of men, the true light who came into the world, that lightens every man, who comes into the world. Behold, for then, all the Saul’s of your nation, who were hell bent on pursuing you will become as Paul’s and the wicked people who came up against you, will turn away from their wicked thoughts” says the Lord.

Moreover, as we continued to wait, the Lord spoke saying “Behold, by witnessing the harm that is coming up against them being greater than what they had intended to do against you, they will get terrified and will turn away from their ways. And I will turn their feet such that they will not accomplish the malicious intentions which they had purposed against you, from being fulfilled. I will also vitiate their hands. They will flee in another direction.

Arise, Oh Church! Take these words into the Churches quickly and herald these words such that the ears of My people may hear. Anyone who hears this, were to put on the responsibility and rise up, then your borders will be kept away from destruction in your nation. In case if you continue to remain without any burden and negligent, you shall witness all the evils which I had declared above, suddenly falling upon you. At that time, the efforts of the labour of My servants will be tumbled along with the soil and several Churches will be ruined and many of them will fall into the hands of the strangers and many of them will lose their livelihood and you will also see the ministries of some My people, getting buried under the earth. Moreover, since many of the people, who are in the flock witness the dangers, will drift away and return back to their former ways of life, which they had forsaken. Many of these people, on witnessing the terrifying events will betray others.

Let the deceivers of the Churches who gave room to deception, malice, wicked deeds, revelry, lustful passions, uncleanness, and allowed carnal acts into the Churches and defiled it and forced them to commit the abominable acts of the Moabites and captivated them through their cunningness and deceived the Churches, repent. Is it not on account of these, that destruction is pursuing?

I say again, ‘Oh Church, return back to your former state. you have become a harlot, you multiplied in your adultery. I repeat yet, Your beloved is waiting for you. Even now, there is help for you in Me. Repent within the time of repentance. If not, then the cup of My wrath will not be taken away from you. Before evil could touch your territories, let your heart turn to Me’ says the Lord.

PRAYER POINTS

1. Today the Church is striding towards a terrible situation. The Lord has been forewarning from the past several years that stringent and harsh laws will be enacted against the